E.3 Age-Adjusted Incidence and Mortality Rates of Prostate Cancer by County, Florida, 2014

Age-Adjusted Rate (CI)

**Florida Incidence Rate 87.1 (85.5-88.8)**
- **Significantly higher than state rate**
- **Equal or higher than state rate**
- **Lower than state rate**
- **Significantly lower than state rate**
- *Data suppressed*

**Florida Mortality Rate 17.1 (16.3-17.8)**
- **Significantly higher than state rate**
- **Equal or higher than state rate**
- **Lower than state rate**
- **Significantly lower than state rate**
- *Data suppressed (no symbol shown)*

*Data for counties with less than 10 cases or deaths are suppressed.
For counties with less than 10 deaths no symbol is shown.
Source of Data: Florida Cancer Data System and Office of Vital Statistics